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Abstract. The DNS provides one of the core services of the Internet,
mapping applications and services to hosts. DNS employs both UDP and
TCP as a transport protocol, and currently most DNS queries are sent
over UDP. The problem with UDP is that large responses run the risk
of not arriving a their destinations – which can ultimately lead to unreachability. However, it remains unclear how much of a problem these
large DNS responses over UDP are in the wild. This is the focus on this
paper: we analyze 114 billion queries/response pairs from more than 43k
autonomous systems, covering two months and a week period (2019 and
2020), collected at the authoritative servers of the .nl, the country-code
top-level domain of the Netherlands. We show that fragmentation, and
the problems that can follow fragmentation, rarely occur at such authoritative servers. Further, we demonstrate that DNS built-in defenses – use
of truncation, EDNS0 buffer sizes, reduced responses and TCP fall back
– are effective to reduce fragmentation. Last, we measure the uptake of
the DNS flag day in 2020.
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Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) [27] provides one of the core Internet services,
by mapping hosts, services and applications to IP addresses. DNS specifications
states that both UDP and TCP should be supported [27,4] as transport protocols, and nowadays most queries use UDP. Performance wise, UDP’s main
advantage is that it can deliver faster responses, within one round-trip time
(RTT), while TCP responses require an additional RTT due to its handshake.
Often common, small DNS responses may fit into the 512-byte limit that the
original DNS over UDP (DNS/UDP hereafter) has, but larger responses – such as
the ones protected with DNSSEC [3,23,4] – do not fit. To overcome this 512-byte
limit, the Extension Mechanisms for DNS 0 (EDNS0) [48,7] was introduced. It
allows a DNS client to advertise its UDP buffer size, and an EDNS0-compatible
authoritative server “may send UDP packets up to that client’s announced buffer
size without truncation” [48] – in theory up to 65,536 bytes.
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If, however, the designated response is larger than the client’s advertised
EDNS0 limit (or 512 bytes in the absence of EDNS0), the authoritative server
should then truncate it to a size that fits within the limit and flag it [28]. Upon
receiving a truncated response, the client should, in turn, resend the query over
TCP [10,4] (DNS/TCP hereafter), and leverage TCP’s design to handle large
messages with multiple segments.
However, the EDNS0 announced buffer size is agnostic to the path between
client and authoritative server’s maximum transmission unit (MTU), which is
the largest packet size that can be forwarded by all routers in the path. The
most common MTU on the core Internet is 1500 bytes [4], and EDNS0 buffer
sizes can easily exceed – we show in §4 that 4096 bytes is the most common
value. If it does exceed the entire path MTU, then the packet will not be able
to be forwarded by the routers, which may lead to packets being discarded or
being fragmented [35,11] at the IP layer.
IP fragmentation, in turn, comes with a series of problems [5] – fragmented
IP packets may be blocked by firewalls [8,4,5], leading to unreachability [46,49].
Moreover, IP fragmentation has been exploited in cache poisoning attacks on
DNS [16,45], and DNS cache poisoning can be further exploited to compromise
the trust in certificate authorities (CAs) [6]. As as result of these problems, there
is currently a consensus in the IP and DNS communities that IP fragmentation
should be avoided in DNS [5,12,53].
In this paper, we scrutinize the issue of large DNS responses using as vantage
point the .nl zone, the country-code top-level domain of the Netherlands. Our
datasets cover 2 months and 1 week of data, from 2019 and 2020, with more
than 114 billion queries/responses pairs from more than 3 million resolvers from
more than 45,000 Autonomous Systems (ASes). We investigate responses sizes,
truncation, and server-side fragmentation in §3, as well as determining if resolvers
fall back to TCP. Then, in §4, we characterize resolver’s EDNS0 buffer sizes and
the uptake of the DNS Flag day 2020.
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Datasets

There are two main types of DNS server software: authoritative servers and
recursive resolvers. Authoritative servers “know the content of a DNS zone
from local knowledge” [17] (such as the Root DNS servers [41] for the Root
zone [19]), while DNS resolvers (such as the Quad{1,8,9} public resolver services [15,36,1,32]), resolve domain names by querying authoritative servers on
behalf of users.
We analyze DNS queries and responses to/from authoritative servers of .nl,
the country-code top-level domain (ccTLD) of the Netherlands. We collect data
from two of the three authoritative server of .nl (NS1 and NS3, the remaining
authoritative services did not support traffic collection at the time). The .nl
zone has several million domain names in its zone, with the majority of the
domains being signed using DNSSEC [43].
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The analyzed authoritative servers are run by different third-party DNS
providers (one from Europe, the other from North America). Both services are
replicated using IP anycast [25,33] – which allows the same IP address to be
announced using BGP [37] from multiple locations across the globe, over both
IPv4 and IPv6. In total, NS1 and NS3 are announced from 61 global locations
(sites). We employ ENTRADA [42,51], an open-source DNS analysis platform
to analyze this data.
Table 1 shows the datasets we analyze in this paper. In total, we study more
than 114 billion DNS queries and responses – 109 billion over UDP and 4.41
billion over TCP, covering two full months (July 2019 and 2020) and the first
week of October 2020 (the first week after the DNS 2020 flag day [53]).

Queries/responses
UDP
UDP TC off
UDP TC on
Ratio (%)
TCP
Ratio (%)
Resolvers
UDP TC off
UDP TC on
TCP
ASes
UDP TC off
UDP TC on.
TCP

July 2019
IPv4 IPv6
29.79B 7.80B
28.68B 7.54 B
27.80B 7.24B
0.87B 0.31B
2.93% 3.91%
1.11B 0.25B
3.72% 3.32%

July
IPv4
45.38B
43.75B
42.06B
1.69B
3.72%
1.63B
3.59%

2020
IPv6
15.87B
15.01B
13.88B
1.14B
7.15%
0.85B
5.37%

Oct. 2020 (1–7)
IPv4
IPv6
11.17B
3.97B
11.10B
3.77B
10.76B
3.54B
0.34B
0.23B
2.99%
5.72%
0.36B
0.20B
3.17%
5.09%

3.09M 0.35M 2.99M 0.67M 1.89M
0.61M 0.08M 0.85M 0.12M 0.58M
0.61M 0.08M 0.83M 0.12M 0.58M

0.27M
0.09M
0.09M

45.6k
27.6k
27.3k

7.9k
5.0k
4.8k

8.5k 42.9k
5.4k 26.6k
5.2k 24.3k
Table 1: Evaluated datasets of .nl zone.
44.8k
23.3k
23.5k

8.3k
4.5k
4.3k

We see that a small fraction of all responses are truncated – 2.93% to 7.15%
– depending on the month/year and IP version. Our datasets cover more than
3 million resolvers (defined by distinct IP addresses) from more than 45k ASes,
which is far larger than previous studies on DNS issues with fragmentation [49,46]
and from active measurements platforms such as Ripe Atlas [40], which has ∼11k
active vantage points and cover 8670 /24 IPv4 network prefixes [39] (May 2020).
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Dissecting Responses from a ccTLD
How common are large responses?
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Before addressing problems related to large DNS/UDP responses, we need first
to understand how often do they really occur in the wild, using our .nl vantage
point.
Figure 1 shows the CDF of the response sizes (DNS payload only) per anycast
server, transport protocol, and IP version, for both July 2019 and July 2020. We
see that most responses are smaller than 1232 bytes (right vertical line) – more
than 99.99% for all responses, for both servers, protocols/IP version.
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Fig. 1: Response size CDF for .nl: July 2019 and 2020

This value is similar to what is reported by Google Public DNS [15], a public
DNS resolver service, also reports that 99.7% of responses are smaller than 1232
bytes [24]. Differently from ours, they run a resolver service, that queries multiple
TLDs and their delegations, while ours covers only one ccTLD. Still, similar
figures holds for both vantage points.
The exception for .nl was in 2019, where NS3-TCP over IPv4 had 78.6%,
and NS1-TCP over IPv6 had 94.9% of the responses smaller than 1232 bytes. Altogether, for July 2019 and 2020, these large responses account for 95M queries,
out of the more than 98B queries (Table 1).
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What queries generate large responses? We then proceed to determine
what queries caused large responses. DNSSEC is often blamed for causing large
responses. At .nl, DNSSEC definitely increases response size, but rarely beyond
1232 bytes.
Resolvers set the DO-flag in their queries if they want to receive DNSSEC related resource records for each signed response (e.g. DS and RRSIG). Responses
to these queries have a median response size of 594 bytes, whereas responses that
do not contain DNSSEC records only have a median response size of 153 bytes.
Responses that stand out are A [28] and AAAA [44] queries (asking for IPv4
and IPv6 records, respectively) for ns*..dns.nl – the authoritative servers of the
.nl zone, accounting for 99% of all responses larger than 1232 bytes. Without
DNSSEC records, this response is merely 221 bytes long.
We further found that the responses sizes for these queries changed per authoritative service. For NS1, the responses were 217 bytes long (median), but
responses from NS3 were 1117 bytes long.
This staggering difference is due to configuration differences between the
servers. NS1 is configured to return minimal responses [20,2], and its responses do
not include two sections with “extra” records (authority and additional records
section [27]). The NS3 operator, did not enable this feature, which inflates response sizes. That shows us that not only the query type is important, but how
minimal responses influences response sizes and truncation.
3.2

How often does IP fragmentation occur for DNS/UDP?

IP fragmentation can take place either at the authoritative servers (for both
IPv4 and IPv6) and on the routers along the way only for IPv4, but only if the
IP Don’t Fragment flag (DF) in the IPv4 is not set. For IPv6, fragmentation
only occurs on the end hosts (§5 in [9]).
Server-side fragmentation: If a DNS/UDP response is larger than the authoritative server’s link MTU (and the server is not limited from large responses
(max-udp-size in BIND9 [20]) the the server may fragment it.
Given we do not run NS1 and NS3, we cannot know what is their max-udp-size
limits. What we can know, however, is what is the largest DNS/UDP response
they have sent and that was not fragmented. This value provides a lower bound
for their max-udp-size of the authoritative servers. Table 2 shows the results.
We see that in NS3 send far larger responses than NS1 in 2020.
Then, we proceed to analyze the number of DNS/UDP fragmented responses
per authoritative server and IP version. Figure 2 shows a timeseries of these
responses. We see very few occur: fewer than 10k/day, compared to a total
of 2.2B/day. Notice that NS1 has no fragmented responses in 2020, which is
probably due to the reduction on the response sizes in 2020 (Table 2).
Still, even if there are few fragmented queries, why do they still occur? First,
we see most fragmented queries are from NS3 (Figure 2), given NS3 does not return minimal responses (§3.1), which inflates responses. This shows that minimal
responses are an effective method to reduce fragmentation.
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NS1
NS3
Year
IPv4 IPv6 IPv4 IPv6
July 2019 1451 1470 1484 1494
July 2020 1391 1391 2866 2866

Table 2: Maximum DNS/UDP response size (bytes) per authoritative
server and IP version , disregarding
IP/UDP headers.
2019-NS1-v4
2019-NS1-v6

IPv6
IPv4
ICMP Type3,Code4 ICMPv6 Type 2
July 2019
73
16
July 2020
641
599

Table 3: NS3 - ICMP error messages
caused by large packets.
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Fig. 2: UDP fragmented queries for .nl authoritative servers.

But the resolvers have their own share of responsibility. We single out these
DNS/UDP fragmented responses, and analyzed the announced EDNS0 buffer
sizes. Figure 3 shows the results for July 2020, for both IPv4 and IPv6. We see
that most fragmented queries are smaller than 2048 bytes, but we see that most
of these resolvers announced a large EDNS0 buffer size – most equal to 4096
bytes, which is default value on BIND (up to version 9.16.6)34 [20].
Packets larger than path MTU: Since we collect traffic only at the authoritative servers, we cannot directly know if there was IPv4 fragmentation
along the path. However, we can still use the ICMP protocol to determine if
some of the DNS responses exceed the path MTU.
The routers along the path have a standard way of handling IP packets larger
that their MTU, both using ICMP. If it is an IPv4 packet, and the fragmented
flag (DF) is set, then the router should discard the packet and send a ICMP
Type 3, code 4 packet as a response (“Fragmentation Needed and Don’t Fragment was Set” [34]) back to the authoritative server. If the DF flag is off, then
the router can fragment the packet – and no ICMP signaling is sent back to
3

4

BIND9 uses a dynamic EDNS value: when it first contacts a server, it uses 512 bytes.
From that point on, it uses the configured value – 4096 by default. If it receives no
responses, it will lower it to 1432, 1232 and 512 bytes. See edns-udp-size in [20].
Unbound version 1.12.0 set the value to 1232, on October 8th 2020 [50], and so did
BIND on version 9.16.8.
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Fig. 3: Fragmented Queries July 2020: response sizes and EDNS0 buffer sizes.

the authoritative server. Last, IPv6 packets cannot be fragmented by routers,
and routers facing them should send an ICMPv6 Type 2 message (“packet too
big” [22]) back to the authoritative server.
In our setup, only the DNS provider of NS3 provides us with ICMP traffic.
We analyze the ICMP traffic and show in Table 3 distribution of ICMP error
messages associated with large packets, and there are only few of them .
In the worst case scenario, these large DNS/UDP would be discarded by
routers and both client and servers would not know about it, which could, in
theory lead to unreachability. However, previous research has shown that, in the
wild, DNS resolvers have built-in a series of fail-tolerance features, and will retry
multiple times the same server and or switch from server/IP version, to the point
of “hammering” the authoritative severs, in order to obtain responses [29,31].
In this scenario, even if one authoritative server becomes “unresponsive” – from
the point-of-view of the resolver – having multiple authoritative servers (defined
by distinct NS records), running on dissimilar networks, should minimize the
probabilities of unreachability.
Network issues with large responses: our vantage point does not allow to
know if clients received their large DNS/UDP responses. To asses that, we then
resort to Ripe Atlas probes and NS3, and evaluate 1M queries from roughly 8500
probes, over a period of one day. We show in §B that 2.5% of small (221 bytes)
DNS/UDP responses, do not make it to clients. For large responses (1744 bytes),
this value is 6.9% – only considering a single DNS/UDP query without TCP
fallback. Comparing to server-side fragmentation, we show that it is far more
likely to happen on the network. Similar numbers were reported by Huston [18],
who measured 7% drop with a similar response size on IPv6 and Van den Broek
et al. [47] have shown that even up to 10% of all resolvers might be unable to
handle fragments.
3.3

DNS truncation: how and when?

Table 1 shows that 2.93–7.15% of all evaluated queries were truncated. Next we
investigate why this happens. For each truncated response, we fetch its response
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size and its respective query’ EDNS0 buffer size. Figure 4 shows the CDF for
these values for July 2020, for NS1 (§A shows NS3 for 2020 and the 2019 results
for NS1 and NS3). We see that most DNS/UDP responses are truncated to
values under 512 bytes, independently IP version (Response line).
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Fig. 4: NS1: CDF of DNS/UDP TC responses for .nl: July 2020

Small or no EDNS0 values lead to truncation: we see that most EDNS buffer
sizes are equal to 512, which is rather too small for many queries (but the initial
value by BIND when it first contact a server [20]). As such, if resolvers would
advertise larger buffers, that would probably reduce truncated responses.
Oddly, we also see that only NS1 receives 13% of queries that are truncated
with no EDNS0 extension, but not the other servers or IP version (shown as
EDNS0=1 in Figure 4). We found that this is due to an anomaly from two ASes
(AS2637 – Georgia Tech and AS61207 – Ilait AB). Resolvers from these ASes
have a “sticky” behavior [31], sending queries only to NS1 over IPv4. Both ASes
send most queries without EDNS0 UDP buffer value (1 in the graph), and that
is why Figure 4a is skewed.
Large EDNS0 values is no insurance against truncation: We also see that even
if clients announce large EDNS0 buffers, they still receive truncated responses.
Even though 4096 bytes is enough to fit most responses (§3.1) the server’s local
MTU is an effective upper limit.
3.4

Do resolvers fall back to TCP?

Upon receiving a DNS/UDP truncated response, DNS resolvers should resend
the query over TCP – what is know as TCP fall back [10]. In July 2020 (Table 1),
we see 7.15% DNS/UDP TC queries over IPv6. However, we see only 5.37% of
TCP queries over IPv6 – suggesting 1.78% were not followed by DNS/TCP
queries. We next investigate this behavior.
Figure 5 shows how many replies with TC flag are followed by a retry via
TCP after 60 seconds. The majority, 80% in IPv4 and 75% in IPv6 of these
replies are retried via TCP within this time frame per day in July 2020 (on
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median). For zones where responses often are larger than 1232 bytes this means
that after the Flag Day, they will see an increase in TCP connections.
If a resolver retries a query via TCP, then this query is sent usually within
less than 100 ms. Figure 6 shows the time between the name server received the
initial UDP query and the TCP retry on July 1 2020. 80% of all retries are sent
within 100 ms and 90% within one 1 s. Retries from IPv6 addresses reach our
authoritative servers slightly faster.
Missing TCP queries: there are multiple reasons why truncated queries may
not be followed by TCP ones. For example, queries from non resolvers (such as
dig) or bots/malware may not comply to that. Also, as we discuss in §2, our
datasets do not include data from NS2, the other anycast authoritative server
for .nl. Given resolvers may switch from server to server [31], our dataset misses
those5 . Resolver farms may be partially to blame – the TCP query may be sent
from adjacent IP addresses6 . Dual-stacked resolvers may only send a TCP query
over one (the first) IP version response arriving7 . Altogether, we estimate that
we miss up to 4.8% of retries in our initial measurement. This, still leaves 15–
21% of TC replies without a TCP retry. We found that, on July 1st 2020, 39%
of these queries were from Google (AS15169), a large resolver operator with
multiple levels of caching [30].
5

6

7

We see 1.9% of TC IPv4 queries switching between NS1 and NS3 on July 1st, 2020,
and 3.2% of IPv6 TC queries.
For July 1 2020, we measure, how many TCP retries are first issued from a different
resolver than the resolver of the original UDP query, but located in the same subnet
(/24 subnet for IPv4 and /48 subnet for IPv6). There, 1.6% of retries via IPv4 and
0.1% via IPv6 are sent from a different resolver, likely belonging to the same farm.
Of a sample of 3M queries that trigger a TC response, 4% were likely issued by
those kind of resolvers. 58% then sent their TCP retry via both interfaces, leaving
42% of the TC replies without a TCP retry. Extrapolating these numbers to our
measurements we can assume that around 1.3% of TC replies are not retried via
TCP because of dual stacked resolvers
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Resolver EDNS0 bufffer sizes

We now analyze the EDNS0 buffer size for all resolvers we seen in our datsets
(Table 1). For 2020, we see in Figure 7a that roughly 30% of all resolvers announce 512 bytes EDNS0 buffer sizes or less, and 48.86% announce 1232 or less.
The majority announce 4096 bytes: 33%. For ASes, we have a more even distribution: 20% announce 512 bytes or less, and 71% announce up to 1232 or less.
Taking altogether, we can conclude that most resolvers announce a 4096 ENDS0
buffer size value, which is BIND9 default value up to version 9.16.7, is partially
to blame for DNS/UDP truncation and fragmentation.
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Fig. 7: EDNS0 per resolver and values: July 2020

Figure 7b shows he number of unique EDNS0 buffer sizes announced per
resolver for the month of July 2020. We can see that more than 60% of resolvers
announce one EDNS0 value over the period (7%, not shown in the figure, have no
EDNS0 support) – maybe from old clients and/or non fully compliant software.
Only 5% of the resolvers showed 3 or more EDNS0 values in the period.
4.1

DNS Flag Day 2020: what was the uptake?

The DNS Flag Day 2020 was proposed by members of the DNS community in
order to avoid IP fragmentation on DNS/UDP, by not allowing UDP queries
larger than 1232 bytes. This value was chosen based on a MTU of 1280 bytes
– the minimum required by IPv6 [9] – minus 48 bytes of IPv6/UDP headers.
The chosen date (2020-10-01) was a suggestion for operators to change their
authoritative DNS servers and DNS resolvers.
To measure the resolvers uptake, we compare the EDNS0 buffer size values
from resolvers from July 2020 to the first week of October 2020, from Table 1.
The former we used it as a baseline for comparison, and the latter covers the first
week after the Flag Day, which we determine the 1232 ENDS0 adoption from
the resolvers size. To do that, for each resolver on each dataset, we extract its
announced EDNS0 values, and compare them in to see if there were any changes
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from July 2020 to October 2020. Table 4a summarizes this data. We see in total
1.58M resolvers active on both datasets, and they sent 69B queries in the period.

July 2020 Oct 1-7,2020
Resolvers
3.78M
2.24M
∩
1.58M
UDP Queries
60.3B
15.1B
∩
69.0B
(a) Before and After Datasets

6126
Resolvers
from 4096 bytes 3630
from 1680 bytes 1723
from 512 bytes
565
rest
208
629
ASes
(b) EDNS0 1232 resolvers

Table 4: DNS Flag Day datasets and Changing Resolvers

Figure 8 shows the CDF of resolvers’ EDNS0 buffer sizes. We see hardly
any changes in the resolver EDNS behavior (if the resolver had multiple EDNS
values, we picked the most frequent, also to remove BIND9 512 byte at the first
try). On July 2020, we see 30.9% of the resolvers using EDNS0 buffers smaller
or equal to 1232 bytes, and on October 2020, this value went to 32.0%. For both
months, however, the most popular EDNS0 buffer value is 4096 bytes, with 40%
of the resolvers using it.
Resolvers that adopted the DNS Flag Day value: We identified 6126 resolvers
that changed their EDNS0 value to 1232 bytes, as can be seen in Table 4b. They
belonged to 629 different ASes, but most of them (3422) belonged to only two
ASes – one in Taiwan and the other in Poland.
Looking back to 1.5 years: The Flag Day 2020 was originally proposed in
Oct. 2019. Given some operators may deploy it before the Flag Day chosen
date (Oct. 1 2020), we analyze the proportion resolvers we see over more than
1.5 years (May 2019-Oct 2020). Figure 9 shows the percentage of unique IP
addresses announcing different buffer sizes per day. From May 2019 to Oct. 2020,
we see that despite the increase of resolvers using EDNS0 1232, they winding
up accounting for only 4.4% of the total resolvers. 4096 byte resolvers reduced
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from 50% to 40%. These results show that a large population of resolvers still
needs to be reconfigured to use EDNS0 1232 bytes.

5

Related Work

IP fragmentation: the problems related with IP fragmentation are well known [5]:
it has problems with “middleboxes” (such as network address translation (NAT)
devices, with stateless firewalls), by being expensive and error prone and may
lead to unreachability [8,4,5,14]. It has also security vulnerabilities – it has been
used DNS for cache poisoning attacks on DNS [16,45], and to compromise CAs
based on it. Besides, there are several well-know attacks that exploit fragmentation [52,26,21,13]. Given these series of problems, IP fragmentation is considered
fragile and should be avoided, also in DNS [5,12,53].
DNS and large responses: Large DNS/UDP responses have been previously
shown to cause unreachability [49,46]. In 2011, using active measurements, Weaver
et al. [49] have shown that 9% of clients could not receive fragmented DNS/UDP
packets. Given our vantage point are not clients, we cannot determine this rate.
We showed, however, the number of ICMP messages showing that DNS messages exceed the path MTU (§3.2). In a 2012 study [46], the authors analyzed
DNSSEC messages (8.4M) from 230k resolvers to authoritative servers hosted
SURFnet, the Dutch NREN. for 4k+ zones. They showed how 58% of resolvers
received fragmented responses for DNSSEC queries.
Our results show a sharp contrast to both of these studies: by analyzing 114B
queries from more than 3M resolvers, for one zone (.nl), we show a tiny fraction of fragmented queries (10k/day, §3.2). Besides, we also analyze truncation,
responses sizes distribution, resolver behavior, EDN0 distribution, from two distinct large DNS anycast operators that provide DNS service to .nl. Another
(non-academic) study from Google Public DNS operators in 2020 [24] showed
similar rates of truncation and fragmentation to ours.

6

Conclusions

DNS/UDP large messages that lead to fragmentation have been long feared and
blamed for causing unreachability. Drawing from 114B queries/responses, we
asses state of affairs of large messages on DNS. We show that large responses
are rare, and that server-side IP fragmentation is minimal (albeit most of fragmentation seems to take place still on the network). In case of clients experience
query timeouts on DNS/UDP, we show that 75% of resolvers do fall back to
TCP – and by this way are able to retrieve large responses. Previous research
has shown that “hammering” and server switching – behaviors shown by resolvers in the wild – are expected to be useful in avoiding unreachability.
Still, our evaluation of more than 3M resolvers show that they still have a
long way to go: many of them announce either small (512 bytes) or large (4096
bytes) EDNS0 buffer sizes, both leading to more truncation, and increasing the
chances of fragmentation/packets being lost on the network.
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We also show that the initial uptake of the DNS Flag Day 2020 suggested
EDNS0 buffer size has not been very wide, however, similar to DNSSEC algorithms adoption, it would be interesting to evaluate this adoption over time,
especially now that major resolver vendors have adopted this value.
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A

Extra graphs

Figure 10 shows the truncated queries for NS3 in 2020. Figure 11 shows the
timeseries of truncated queries for .nl on July 2019.
We see in the same figures a close match between UDP truncated queries
and TCP ones – however not quite the same.
Figure 11 shows the CDF of DNS/UDP truncated queries for 2019, per server.

B

Clients and large DNS/UDP responses

We evaluate if DNS messages are being lost along the way from authoritative
servers to clients. To do that, we setup two measurements using RIpe Atlas (∼10k
probes), as shown in Table 5. We configure each probe to send a query directly
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Fig. 10: NS3: CDF of DNS/UDP TC responses for .nl: July 2020

to NS3, the server that returns additional records. As such, probes bypass local
resolvers, so they cannot fallback to TCP: they simply send one UDP query. We
setup two measurements: one that retrieves large DNS/UDP responses (1744
bytes, Large column) and one that retrieves small ones (221 bytes).

Small
Large
512
EDNS0 buffer
4096
Query
ANY NS .nl A ns1.dns.nl
Target
ns3.dns.nl
221
Response Size
1744
Protocol/IP
UDP/IPv4
Active Probes
9323
9322
∩
8576
555007
Queries
557047
∩
512351
510575
OK
473606
497792
timeout 38745(6.9%) 12783 (2.5%)

Table 5: Atlas measurements for large and small responses. Datasets:[38]

In total, we see 8576 probes being active on both measurements – sending
more than 1M queries (512k on the Large, 510k on the Small). For each probe, we
look then into the number of failed responses (timeout), for the small and large
measurements. We see that 6.9% of queries timeout for the large measurement,
however, 2.5% of them also timeout for short responses.
Next we investigate each probe. e compute the percentage of timeout queries
per dataset. We then compute the difference between the rate of failed queries
for the large and the small datasets. Figure 12 shows the results. Out of the
8576 probes on both datasets, 6191 have no error difference for both large and
small queries (72%). 10% in fact have more errors for the small dataset query,
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Fig. 11: CDF of DNS/UDP TC answers for .nl: July 2019

and only 17% have more errors for the longer answers. 325 have 100% of errors
for the large datasets, but no errors for the small datasets.
Overall, this measurement show the fragmentation is still an issue on the
client side –which justifies the flag day.
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